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Raghavan, V.—Some  Appayya  Diksitas.   AOR.  VI. Pfc. 1,
4 pages.	[873
The author has spoken of Appayya Diksitas II and III, in a paper
presented to the loth All-India Oriental Conference (Tirupati), and it
is published in the Proceedings of that Conference. It is with reference
to Appayya III that the author is referring to that paper here.
Rajaratnarn,  G. P.—Namma  Ratnatrayada Vinaya.   (Kan-
nada text). JKLA. Vol. 26, Ft, 1, pp, 40-55.	[874
Argues that the aggressive and almost insolent statements contained
in the poetical works of Panna, Ranna and Janna known as the Ratna-
trayas in Kannada literature about themselves and in praise of the
excellence of their own work and as against others was the work of
others who sometimes conducted literary feuds against each other and,
perhaps, also in the name of their masters and of schools to which
they belonged. This seems to have been taken up, later blindly as a
convention.
Ramakrislmaiya, IL—Telugu 'Literature Outside the Telugu
Country. AOR. V,  Pt. 1 (1942-41) Telugu text.  38 pages.
[875
The Telugu literature outside the Telugu country which is dealt
here, is the literature that developed in the Chola, Pandya, and Kar-
nataka kingdoms of the South, under the patronage of the Naiks and
Marathas and other rulers of those countries, their courtiers and com-
manders, who have chosen to cultivate and develop the Telugu literature
even amidst Tamil and Kannada surroundings, thus perhaps justifying
the statement of the Emperor Poet Krishnadevaraya, that " Telugu is
the best of all vernaculars ".
This article has been issued in a book form by Hie Madras University as
Telugu Series No. 9, Madras, 1941.
Ramakrislmiah, K. and Sastri, S. L. Eds.—Paratatvarasayana
by Iswara Phanibhatta, (Telugu text). Madras University
Telugu Series No. 10. §W x fyi\ PP. xii +113. University
of Madras, 1941.	[876
Consisting of five chapters, is one of the few Prabandhas in Telugu
literature that have philosophy for their theme. Phanibhatta adopted
the story of Harasanatkumara Samvada from the MaJiabharata and
treated it in the1 usual Prabhandha form in order to popularise the
principles of Sankhya and Yoga as means to final liberation. The
legendary content of tbe work tones down the abstract philosophical
ideas contained in it.

